## Program

### Monday, April 10

**14:15 – 16:00**
- **Plenary Session – P102**
  - Claudia Neri: Quasi Bayesian Updating in Social Networks: Theory and Evidence
  - Zahra Murad: Confidence Snowballing in Hierarchical Tournaments
  - Andreas Kappes: Concern for Others Leads to Vicarious Optimism in Belief Updating

**16:30 – 18:00**
- **Personality Traits – P203**
  - Thomas Buser: Measuring Responsiveness to Feedback as a Personal Trait
  - Leonie Gerhards: Because of You I Did Not Give Up – How Peers Affect Perseverance
  - Christina Gravert: Self-Confidence and Motivation

**19:00**
**Conference Dinner**

### Tuesday, April 11

**09:00 – 10:30**
- **Bayesian Updating I – P203**
  - Anja Achtziger: A Self-Regulatory Way to Belief Updating: The Implemental Mindset Controls Reinforcement Learning and Supports Bayesian Updating
  - John Smith: On Bayesian Models of Judgement
  - Matthias Greiff: Belief Formation in Reputation Systems with Endogenous Evaluations

**11:00 – 12:30**
- **Bayesian Updating II – P203**
  - Alexander Coutts: Good News and Bad News are Still News: Experimental Evidence on Belief Updating
  - Baiba Renerte: Type Projection or Information Neglect in Simple Tasks
  - Jana Willrodt: Is There a ‘True’ Consensus Effect?

**14:30 – 16:00**
- **Keynote 2: Georg Weizsäcker: “Predictable Changes in Beliefs” – P102**

**16:30 – 17:30**
- **Reinforcement Heuristic – P203**
  - Alexander Ritschel: Reinforcement Heuristic in Normal Form Games
  - Sabine Hügelschäfer: Framing Effects and the Reinforcement Heuristic

**18:30**
**Boat Trip (and Dinner)**

### Wednesday, April 12

**09:00 – 10:30**
- **Identity – P203**
  - Maria Polipciuc: Identity-Dependent Beliefs and Coordination
  - Jakub Šrol: Thinking: A Comparison of Slovak and Polish Sample in Reasoning About Abortions
  - David Hagmann: Persuading in the Presence of Motivated Beliefs

**11:00 – 12:30**
- **Keynote 1: Nicholas Epley: "Undersociality" – P102**

### Conference Venue

**theem 2017 “Biased Beliefs: Cognitive Limitations and Preferences over Beliefs”**